The overall efficiency of the major banks in the global financial instability
Introduction


In relation to global integration of financial markets and transnationalism of financial services providing the conditions of bank institutions functioning are changing. International currency disbalances, permanent crisis of international liquidity, growth of shadow capital use, the pressure on financial markets from the side of high public debt of leading countries, the asymmetry of global capital flow, mobility of trans-border bank capital flows in sum caused global financial instability. Financial instability and permanence of crisis processes in global economic space in its turn lead to unpredictable outcomes in banking sphere. Financial instability promotes the slowdown of world economic progress in a whole, weakening of corporate returns, action change of fundamental force in outer surrounding, moderation of traditional growth factors. The other factor of demand change and demand level to banking services is the implementation of modern information and innovation technologies. The banks face acute competition from non-banking payment systems.
Major banks, on the one hand, are vulnerable to the conditions of global financial instability, and, on the other hand, have great potential to promote the appearance and deepening of financial instability and financial and economic crises. With the aim to neutralize risks, the global financial instability bears, the enforcement of fiscal and monetary regulation  Igor Yushko, 2016.
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on national financial markets takes place, and also supernational regulation institutions of global financial risk are improved, at the same time, on global banking system. Institutional and regulatory events implementation of risks management that appear as a result of financial instability, the growth of outer and inner limits (regulation, capital formation, financing) change the conditions of banks functioning. There appear profitability and productivity fluctuations of banking activity as an adaptation result of global banking system to the financial instability conditions, which is determined by the actuality and importance of research of global banking system overall efficiency. The paper's aim is the research of overall efficiency of major banks in global financial instability.
Methodology
The research of overall efficiency of major banks in global financial instability assumes the tackling of issues list: to analyze the concept of global financial instability; to make theoretical analysis of scientific literature on major banks efficiency evaluation, major banks activity interaction and other sectors of economy; to make empirical testing of overall efficiency of major banks in global financial instability on the basis of key parameters analysis, which are general characteristics of major banks' efficiency during financial instability for modern development period.
The comparative analysis of banking activity overall efficiency parameters was held for thirty major world banks. The selected banks are separated as major banks in 2016 Forbes list (for 2015) among the largest 2000 public companies and listed in Forbes for the previous researched years, that gives the opportunity to make a comparison between the years. To make empirical researches on the basis of scientific literature analysis (Karcheva, 2015 Slavjuk, Lukjanska, 2015) , seven parameters that characterize the overall efficiency of banking activity were outlined (sales value of banking products (earnings), income volume (net profit), assets size, market value (market capitalization), return on sales, return (profitability) on assets, capitalization coefficient). The information according to these parameters is available open accessed (Forbes, 2006 (Forbes, , 2008 (Forbes, , 2013 (Forbes, , 2016 . The findings and conclusions were made on the basis of empirical researches.
Literature review
Great attention among international experts and scientific world is paid towards the banks' functioning problems under global financial instability. Numerous works of foreign and native scientists are dedicated to the question of comprehensive research of interaction between banking activity and basic types of financial and monetary policies under global financial instability.
Under the auspices of OECD, H.J. Blommestein and P. Turner made a research on interaction between sovereign debt management and monetary policy under fiscal dominance and financial instability and paid attention to the proved fact central banks role enforcement to reach financial stability for the need to reconsider state debt management in this context (Blommestein, Turner, 2012) . In the work by V. Mazurenko, the main instruments of state support during financial crisis were outlined: capital infusion, troubled assets purchase, spread of state guaranties on definite types of financial institutions' obligations, providing central bank's liquidity and deposit guaranty schemes spread (Mazurenko, 2013) . І. Azis, V. Bruno, H.S. Shin in the range of works examined efficiency interaction of financial institutions, global banking risks and financial stability appearance. In particular, H.S. Shin suggested the hypothesis and made its empirical research on the existence of cause and effect relation between monetary policy and global banking risks (Azis, Shin, 2015, pp. 4-5) . J. Dermine analyzes the Basel committee, OECD and European Union recommendations, for banking corporate government management and, in particular, risk management (Dermine, 2013 ). E. Tong researched the causes of global financial instability appearance taking into account US monetary policy and made a conclusion on the need of balancing with warning weakening of tightening monetary policy contributing to the financial system stability. And also concerning the compromise between frequency and width of financial crises. He considers the central banks may effectively provide monetary and macroprudential policies and direct management to improve financial stability (Tong, 2016) .
In collective article, V. Bruno and H.S. Shin made an empirical prove of financial instability relation from global liquidity and trans-border capital movement (Bruno, Shin, 2015 There is no unified view of scientists according the measure influence on financial stability, thus, Yu.V. Kolobov and O.I. Petryk prove the financial stability providing has to be along with price stability support, the second priority activity function of modern central bank (Kolobov, Petryk, 2012) . D.N. Chorafas warns about global banks regulation difficulties and influence of such events on other spheres of economy (Chorafas, 2012) . Along with this, some authors consider "getting absolute financial stability should not be the aim and has to be limited by economic efficiency considerations" (Seiranov, Mazylo, 2014 ). E. Tong stands for the common thesis, who makes conclusions about the compromise between frequency and width of financial crises (Tong, 2016) . Ukrainian scientists have made a great scientific contribution into the banking system efficiency research. For example, in the work of V.V. Kovalenko and O.H. Koreneva, the general banking system efficiency statements were made under global competition with empirical research of Ukrainian banking system efficiency (Kovalenko, Koreneva, 2015) . L.M.
Remniova and L.M. Diadechko examined the general efficiency parameters in the frames of financial stability management of banking entities in modern conditions (Remniova, Diadechko, 2011) . Along with this, the issue of general efficiency of global banking system under financial instability was not given enough attention.
Thus, literature review shows the actuality of selected theme and definite scientific uncertainty in the issues of general global banking system efficiency under financial instability.
Modern explanations of global financial instability
For today, there is no generally recognized explanation of "financial instability" and "global financial instability" concepts. Consequently, to search the understanding of global financial instability we will start to study the opposite "financial stability" concept, as well as "global financial stability". The most famous and generally used are the functional features of financial stability proposed by G. Shcinasi in publication arranged under the patronage of IMF, where the author outlines three key functions of financial stability of the system:  distribution efficiency of economic resources in general and redistribution of resources in time between savings and investment in particular;  accounting, evaluation and prediction of financial risks;  merging (absorption) of financial turmoil (shocks) and shocks that come from real economy ( Shcinasi , 2007).
As V. Koziuk admits, "global financial stability starts increasingly depend upon:  firstly, subjective perception of risk that comes from the character of interpretation of the responsibility level between possibilities to support payments deficit and proposition of reliable financial assets;  secondly, monetary relations between leading countries with opposite payment status, which character may create, and may not create fully the basis for influence interpretation of such relations to the risks content of global financial transactions" ( Koziuk , 2009 , p. 321).
The objectivity of financialization process is firstly connected with more effective placement of financial resources of global economy on international scale; with transborder movement of financial flows that lead to the appearance of global financial instability. In its turn, numerous researches on the causes of 2007-2009 world financial economic crisis witness about the key role of financial instability state sharp appearance as a result of deregulation, weak debt and monetary policies and ignorance of system risks. The other important finding is the need of financial markets megaregulators enforcement. As the feature of modern global economic system is business transnationalization with the needs in providing high liquidity and transmission from the side of interrelated subjects of global financial market, the national and branch regulation instruments did not correspond with the provided functions for them. The world financial crisis found the drawbacks not only in observation, but also in the falsity of stabilizing events. To avoid the collapse of national financial systems the central banks of the majority of the countries were making the restructure of major banks, and the efficiency of such actions was appeared to be doubtful from the point of getting financial stability on national market. The cause of weak response lies in the transnationalization of banking activity, which is mostly characteristic for major banks.
Native and foreign researchers pay great attention to the procyclicality appearance of global financial stability (Blommestein, Turner, 2012 Financial stability is a difficult provision process of global financial system essential functions, to which intermediation and risk allocation may be added, financial resources distribution efficiency, payments transmission, price formation on financial instruments.
In conclusion, we admit the functioning of major banks under global financial instability predicts institutional and regulative influence to find and regulate systemic risks, stimulating inner reserves of self regulation at the same time, for effective execution of major banks' functions in global economy providing definite efficiency and trust level from the side of society.
The main causes of global financial instability are high independent risks, international currency disbalances under the unbalanced demand for reserve assets, global liquidity fluctuations, great shadow capital flow, high assets price elasticity, high state debt of leader countries, global capital movement asymmetry, uncertainty on future interest rates.
The role of major banks in global financial instability
2007-2009 world financial crisis confirmed a system meaning of major banks and their interrelation with other sectors of economy. As empirical researches by V. Bruno and H.S. Shin proved, "all over the worldboth for developed countries and for countries with merging economy there is a tight connection of global banking system activity and corporate risk" (Bruno, Shin, 2015 (Forbes, 2016) .
In a whole, 30 major banks chosen for analysis got 1.22 trn US dollars of earnings, 216 bln US dollars of net profit, had 32.3 trn US dollars of assets, and their market value included in a whole 2.3 trn US dollars.
Let's see how the total values of chosen parameters of activity of overall 30 major banks changed in terms of value during researched years (see Tables  2 -5) , that will give the possibility to find the global financial instability influence on them (pre-crisis, crisis and post-crisis periods). The chosen methodology also reflects the influence on financial results of activity of major world banks institutional and regulatory frameworks of national governments, Financial Stability Board, created by G20 countries, and Basel Committee on financial supervision.
As it is seen from Source: based on Forbes (2006 Forbes ( , 2008 Forbes ( , 2013 Forbes ( , 2016 . Table 3 Source: based on Forbes (2006, 2008, 2013, 2016) .
The highest assets volume of thirty major banks (35.1 bln US dollars) and average assets of one of the thirty were in 2012 (see Table 4 ). The highest standard deviation was expected to be in 2007. Minimal assets in 2005 had Industrial and commercial bank of China (ICBC) and it is also a leader from 2012 till 2015. While in pro-crisis and postcrisis period, the maximum assets meanings were among English Barclays and Royal Bank of Scotland accordingly. Source: based on Forbes (2006, 2008, 2013, 2016 ).
An important parameter is market value of the company. The largest market value of thirty major banks (2.4. bln US dollars) and average assets of one of the thirty banks were in 2012 (see Table 5 ). Though the standard deviation was the largest in 2015 that was connected with the next stage of Basel III implementation claims. The minimal market value in 2005 was in Industrial and commercial bank of China (ICBC) and it was the leader from 2007 till 2012. In 2016, the first on market value became American global bank Wells Fargo (USA), though its value is lower than the value of ICBC in 2007. Source: based on Forbes (2006 Forbes ( , 2008 Forbes ( , 2013 Forbes ( , 2016 ).
Thus, the major banks had the highest total earnings, assets volume, market value parameters in post-crisis 2012, though the highest parameter of total earnings during researched years was in 2015. On the one hand, it shows the adaptation of global banks to the new functioning conditions, and on the other hand about the growth of its overall efficiency.
Profitability of major world banks under global instability
The research of overall efficiency of banking activity means the analysis of not only absolute meanings, but also the system of interconnected accounting parameters, which give the possibility to prove better the findings on financial bank state. As absolute parameters depend on the size of banking establishment.
Among widely recognized parameters (coefficients) we have chosen the following: sales profitability, assets profitability, overall assets profitability, capital profitability. Sales profitability was calculated as ratio of net profit and sales for the definite year. Overall, assets profitability is calculated as ratio of earnings and assets value for a definite year. Capital profitability -as a ratio of net profit and overall value for a definite year. The calculated coefficients of financial results of major world banks in 2005, 2007, 2012, 2015 are presented in Table 6 . Source: based on Forbes (2006 Forbes ( , 2008 Forbes ( , 2013 Forbes ( , 2016 . Table 6 demonstrates the highest sales profitability and capital profitability parameters in 2015. Sales profitability means the efficiency use of flows that form it, that is the profitability of every received money unit by bank's earnings. Capital profitability characterizes bank use efficiency of its own capital. Capital profitability coefficient meaning for banks from 5% and higher witnesses the efficiency. As it can be seen from Table 6 , major world banks worked effectively in all researched years, but most effectively in 2015.
The efficiency of bank management may be evaluated due to assets profitability coefficient use, if this relative index equals 1% and higher, it means the ability of management to govern bank's assets effectively. Assets profitability was the maximum in pre-crisis 2005, but lower than 1% under the crisis and in the first postcrisis years this index was low. We should highlight the positive tendency of this coefficient growth of 0.2% from 2012 till 2015. As it can be seen from Table  6 , the overall assets profitability is lowering year in, year out from the beginning of researched period. It witnesses about profit level lowering, per unit assets, the bank uses. Assets profitability and overall assets profitability lowering indexes is the reaction of major banks to enforcement of demands towards bank capital and enforcement demands implementation concerning liquidity in Basel III, accepted with the aim of global financial stability strengthening and are being implemented step by step since 2012. (Forbes, 2016) ).
The results of calculations for the first five banks are presented in Table 7 in the Forbes Global 2000 rating announced in 2016. Thus, the results of calculations and conducted analysis give the possibility to make a conclusion that banks with the highest absolute indexes also demonstrate the best indexes of overall efficiency.
Findings
Global financial instability appears as a result of great financial vulnerabilities of world economy from high sovereign risks, international currency disbalances under unbalanced demand for reserve assets, fluctuations of global liquidity, great shadow capital flow, high elasticity of assets prices, high state debt of leader countries, global capital flow asymmetry and uncertainty concerning future interest rates. Major global banks, from one point are vulnerable towards global financial instability conditions, and from the other point have great potential to contribute to appearance and deepening of financial and economic crises.
The comparative analysis of overall and individual meanings of banking products sales value (earnings), profit volume (net profit), assets volume, market value of major banks in investigated years gave the possibility to find the banks development tendencies taking into account global financial instability impact and institution and regulatory frameworks implementation of national governments, financial stability councils and Basel Committee on financial supervision. There is a difference in dynamics of absolute and relative indexes of banking activity. Thus, the highest overall earnings index was in 2012, though sales profitability remained on the level of crisis 2007. The highest index for investigated years of overall earnings was in 2015, this year the major banks demonstrate the highest indexes of sales profitability and capital profitability. This witnesses from one point about new functioning conditions adaptation, and from the other point about the growth of overall efficiency. Low relative indexes of overall major banks management efficiency. Thus, low average indexes of overall assets profitability and assets profitability. The average assets profitability was maximum in pre-crisis 2005, during the crisis and in the first post-crisis years this index was low, but the positive growth tendency was outlined since 2012. The overall assets profitability is lowering year in, year out from 2005 till 2015, which witnesses profit level lowering, per assets unit bank uses. The lowering of assets profitability and overall returns on assets is the reaction of major banks towards the demands enforcement on bank capital and implementation of liquidity enforcement demands in Basel III, that were accepted with the aim to strengthen global financial stability and were implemented step by step since 2012.
Calculations results and conducted analysis give the possibility to make a conclusion the banks with the highest absolute parameters also demonstrate the best indexes of overall efficiency. However, the most part of major banks need flexible strategy on global financial market, efficiency growth and overall efficiency of own activity.
The directions of further researches
Major global banks functioning conditions are changing under financial supervision enforcement and institutional and regulative demands for the financial parameters of banking activity. An important factor contributing to the activity strategy change of global banks is the competition growth both in banking sphere, and from the side of nonbanking establishments in regards of possibilities, which give financial innovations. That is why the issue of investigation of overall efficiency of global banks under increased competition is important.
Another direction in further investigations is the systematic analysis implementation to the problem of overall efficiency of global banking. As conditions, factors and outcomes of activity of separate elements (separate banks) and components of the system do not provide the image of system functioning as a whole. The directions of further researches mean the global banking efficiency appearance in a whole from the point of view of separate banks, or groups of banks, but global banking system, which, to our mind, has already been formed.
